If you like books about…

Dirty Politics
you might like ...
Cop Under Fire by David Clarke Jr. (320.52 CLA)
America has become increasingly divided and polarized in recent years. With growing animosity
toward law enforcement professionals, government corruption, disregard for the constitution, and
racial tension thanks to the media and hate groups, there seems to be no easy answer in sight.

The System by Jeff Benedict (796.3326 BEN)
The Price of Silence by William D. Cohan (364.15 COH)
An authoritative account of the Duke lacrosse team rape case illuminates the ever-widening gap
between America's rich and poor, and demonstrates how far the powerful will go to protect
themselves.

Drain the Swamp by Ken Buck (320.973 BUC)
The Republican Congressman from Colorado who serves on multiple judiciary oversight committees
reveals how both political parties work together to overtax Americans and force the nation into deeper
debt.

The Fight to Vote by Michael Waldman (324.62 WAL)
The president of a nonpartisan law and policy institute at NYU describes the fight for the right to
vote and the historical, and ongoing, efforts by some to making voting difficult for the elderly, the
poor and the young.

Clinton Cash by Chuck Dixon (GN 364.13 SCH)
Red Notice by Bill Browder (Biog Browder, B.)
A real-life political thriller about an American financier in the Wild East of Russia, the murder of his
principled young tax attorney, and his dangerous mission to expose the Kremlin's corruption.

Once Upon a Time in Russia by Ben Mezrich (947.086 MEZ)
The Last of the President's Men by Bob Woodward (973.924 WOO)
The man who exposed Richard Nixon's taping system discusses his experience in the White House
as Nixon's top aide.

The Sting Man by Robert W. Greene (364.163 GRE)
Thieves of State by Sarah Chayes (364.1 CHA)
A former advisor to the Joint Chiefs of Staff explains the common role of corruption in today's
international uprisings, tracing corruption since the 1990s while arguing that corrupt
governments have been largely responsible for extreme acts of rebellion.

Corruption in America by Zephyr Teachout (364.1 TEA)
Deal with the Devil by Peter Lance (364.106 LAN)
Lance draws on three decades of once secret FBI files to tell the definitive story of Greg Scarpa Sr.,
a.k.a. the "Grim Reaper," a Mafia capo who "stopped counting" after 50 murders, while secretly
betraying a crime family as an informant for the FBI.

Nation on the Take by Wendell Potter (332 POT)
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